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SAFCOIN is an ecosystem for 1.3 billion Africans,
connecting emerging markets to the world of
online commerce, thereby accelerating the
continent’s participation in a global economy.

Abstract
Blockchain and cryptocurrency have rocked the global financial
services industry.

People are realising and starting to accept

that

these technologies are driving significant and necessary change in
financial technology (FINTECH) and streamlining inefficiencies in various
industries.
When we created SAFCOIN in 2018, we had a vision to accelerate the
e-commerce space in Africa with a digital currency, wallet, gateway,
freelance- and marketplace platform.
Developed by Africans, for Africans.
Why? Because even though Africa experiences similar challenges to
those experienced by developed markets, it feels the impacts of these a
lot more. Such challenges are unique to the African context and include
financial instability, economic downturns, unemployment, and the fact
that a large portion of the population remains excluded from formal
financial systems and global commerce.
Africans are adept at designing solutions to African problems, which is
what we do. Blockchain and cryptocurrency in general, and SAFCOIN
in particular, poses a solution to help alleviate Afro-centric issues.

The SAFCOIN eco-system improves access to cross border trade and
services for users, breaking down complex transactional processes and
fee structures - faster, thus enhancing Africa-wide user participation
thereby improving global economic engagement.
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Important Notice
This White Paper is intended to present relevant information to potential
SAFCOIN purchasers (Purchaser) in connection with the proposed generation
and sale of SAFCOIN, including information about the underlying software
applications and blockchain protocol used to create and distribute SAFCOIN
and the SAFCOIN ecosystem (together with the SAFCOIN crypto, the SAFCOIN
Platforms).
The information contained in this White Paper is not intended to be exhaustive
and the statements included in this White Paper are not intended to create a
contractual relationship.
Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of
any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an
offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This
document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or
regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors.
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this
White Paper constitute projected statements or information.
Such projected statements or information involve known and unknown risks
and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially
from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in said statements.
Some of the platform features outlined in this whitepaper are already active
whilst some are undergoing development and will be available in the near
future.
SAFCOIN’s project developers (We) reserve the right to change, improve or
discontinue any functions or products of the SAFCOIN eco-system in aid of
its usability and success. We reserve the right to update the content of this
whitepaper subject to any new developments or updates at any time, with
or without notice.
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Executive Summary
Africa is among the largest cryptocurrency markets in the world.
Unsurprisingly, countries with the highest inflation rates in Africa also
rank among the main cryptocurrency economies.
With some African countries recording double-digit inflation, it is no
surprise that many of these countries listed among the main crypto
markets on the continent by gobitcoin.io.
We make it possible for local users to adopt crypto payments safely
and easily, and for international users to easily find new talent and
markets.
This, in turn, aids the harnessing of the benefits of crypto to
improve Africa’s business and talent presence in the world, thereby
encouraging local economic growth and prosperity with access to
new and unexplored opportunities in formerly unchartered territory.
Evidently, cryptocurrency is exploding in Africa and SAFCOIN, as the
first exclusively Africa-focused digital currency, is at the forefront
of building use case technology within our network to enhance
and streamline shortcomings within African economies - thereby
empowering our users.
Africa boasts over 725-million mobile subscribers, and this, coupled
with a rapid rise in smartphone usage, literally puts the tools needed
to access the cryptocurrency AND SAFCOIN ecosystem at people’s
fingertips.
When we embarked on our journey to develop SAFCOIN, our vision for
Africa was, and still is to:

The continent stands to reap extensive benefits from cryptocurrency,
not the least of which are increased global economic participation,
equal access to world financial systems and services, and broadbased economic prosperity.
The founding members of the SAFCOIN project possess extensive
experience within the E-commerce, Gig Economy and online
payments processing space, with a strong and revered knowledge
and background of the frequently encountered obstacles and
complexities which have delayed growth within these sectors, across
the African countries we serve.
Another noteworthy aspect in our extensive portfolio is the myriad of
services accessible via our platforms, some of which are still in fervent
development. At SAFCOIN, we pride ourselves in the fierce pursuit of
our mission to provide users with the holistic crypto and e-commerce
experience through our SAFCOIN eco-system, ranging from functions
that facilitate crypto transactions, all the way through to providing
a platform for job stimulus. These include our curated platforms,
namely:
•

•

•
•

• Develop an inter-continental non-fiat sending eco-system, with
instant transaction facilitation and low transaction fees
• Develop the continent’s cryptocurrency economy by helping new
and emerging cryptocurrency traders succeed in an uneducated
and untapped market, and making it easily accessible whilst being
easy to use and understand within a safe environment
• Revolutionize Business-to-Business (B2B) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
trade on the continent by making it possible for citizens to transact
with anyone, anywhere, and at any time – eliminating hefty and bulky
middleman transaction fees, which is crucial to enhance the rapid
growth within the e-commerce and gig economy sectors in Africa.

•

SAFCOIN Mobile Wallet, which is at the core of the SAFCOIN
Eco-system, which allows users to be synced across all SAFCOIN
platforms within in our eco-system
SAFPay Payment Gateway, a crypto-to-crypto payment
gateway that facilitates instant crypto payments for popular
cryptocurrencies and third-party wallets integration
Cryptovalley.africa, an international online shopping platform,
supporting multiple vendors, aimed at growing local businesses
Mobijobs.africa – A crypto-powered freelance marketplace
which caters for the cash out options local users utilize daily,
making earning on a global scale possible, and cashouts both
cheaper and faster.
SAFCOIN Rewards connects African e-commerce AND brickand-mortar businesses to a network of customers locally and
worldwide.

Our eco-system has enabled us to cover significant ground in
service provision, in both ethical and confidential fashion, prizing
the protection of user information alongside the provision of a userfriendly interface on all platforms.
It is an exciting time to lead the industry into the next growth phase.
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Crypto and E-commerce, a combination
to enhance Africa’s global economic
participation.

Introduction
“Cryptocurrencies will become an integral part of the global
e-commerce industry. It will open floodgates of opportunities for the
crypto space, with more e-commerce companies following suit of
top crypto-supporting international companies, whom have started
to accept crypto payments.”

catch-up process. Although many challenges are still presented
in terms of connectivity, adoption and infrastructure, the African
market is ripe for change and new opportunity.
A concerning truth is that it is predicted that by 2025, 263-million
young people in Africa will be unemployed, yet it is the youth who
are more proficient in the use of technology.
Various studies conducted in 2020 on crypto trajectory in Africa
found the following:
• Africa had the second-highest adoption of cryptocurrencies
worldwide
• The continent had a percentage crypto youth growth of 91.47%,
of which 210.6% of growth growth was driven by Nigeria’s younger
crypto users
• Online shopping is the preferred shopping method of younger
generations.

Merchants Accepting Cryptocurrency Worldwide

SOURCE: https://coinmap.org/view/#/world/13.75272466/9.84375000/2/trezor%20retailer,attraction,cafe,food,grocery,lodging,nightlife,shopping,sports,transport,default

Africa is the world’s second largest and second-most populous
continent in the world. Faced with many challenges, poverty and
unemployment rank among the top.
Due to the many bottlenecks of payment options within Africa,
which include high fees and inaccessible international payment
intermediaries or limited cashout options, Africa’s e-commerce
sector has been delayed in terms of online trade with the rest of the
world.
Although online commerce is a rapidly growing sector on the
continent, the industry is not nearly as established when compared
to developed countries.
With the rapid rise of smartphone use, access to internet, online
education, and cryptocurrency - Africans are readying to start the

Cryptocurrencies allow users to transact across borders,
streamlining payment processes, and although they are
volatile, they are immensely more powerful than a number
of local depreciating fiat currencies.
Cryptocurrency allows
Africans to easily trade outside of their local economy, as well as
generate new ways of earning income from around the world.
A prime example is the way in which China is utilizing e-commerce
as a poverty reduction strategy.
“Among

the

many

digital

technologies

with

relevance

for

development, e-commerce stands out because of its potential to
overcome market barriers and connect consumers and businesses
even when traditional commercial and market transactions are
relatively limited. It can create jobs directly as well as through
forward and backward linkages in the e-commerce ecosystem,
such as logistics services; it can improve household welfare by
offering a wider variety of products, potentially at lower prices; and
it can contribute to economic growth by lowering the asymmetry of
information and increasing economic efficiency,” stated the World
Bank (worldbank.org).

SOURCES:
http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/552791574361533437/pdf/E-commerce-Development-Experience-from-China.pdf
https://www.statista.com/chart/18345/crypto-currency-adoption/
https://www.vault.com/blogs/job-search/what-the-future-of-e-commerce-means-for-employment-opportunities
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Much more than online shopping.

SAFCOIN Eco System

Unsurprisingly, e-commerce has created numerous employment
opportunities across various sectors, despite a fear that many
would lose their jobs because of technology-based automation,
especially in retail.

Comprising a number of platforms, which facilitates the use of the
SAFCOIN crypto, the eco-system also supports a range of globally
popular crypto-currencies and payment options for use across the
platforms-network, by anyone in the world.

In a 2019 study conducted in China, it was found that e-commerce
played a vital role in creating jobs in rural areas. The study followed
e-commerce workers in villages and found that households that
participate in the e-commerce sector earned 80% more than those
who did not.

SAFCOIN Mobile Wallet
The SAFCOIN Mobile Wallet is at the core of the SAFCOIN network.

With China being a superb example of e-commerce participation, it
is evident that Africa stands to benefit substantially from this sector.
The SAFCOIN eco-system has been developed to accelerate
Africa’s small -to medium business and freelance participation in
a worldwide economy.
A non-exhaustive list of participants within the e-commerce sector
include:
Retailers and E-Retailers
Dropshippers
Affiliates
Warehousing and Logistics Services
Local Delivery Services
Local Courier Companies
Small Manufacturers
Small Scale Farmers
Gig Economy:
Artists
Care Takers
Chefs
Cleaners
Consultants
Content Creators
Contingent and Part-time Workers
Crafters
Data Collectors
Designers
Developers

Drivers
General Labourers
Graphic Designers
Hair Dressers
Highly Skilled Contractors
Local Taskers
Massage Therapists
Multiple Job Holders
On-call workers
Online sellers and resellers
Online Training Providers
Photographers
Remote sales agents
Renters
Seasonal Workers
Social Media Managers
Survey Completers
Tutors and Teachers
Virtual Assistants

Wallet users are synced across all platforms within the eco-system
so they can easily make use of each platforms’ offerings - similar to
the well-known “LOGIN WITH FACEBOOK” or “Checkout with Paypal”
features.
SAFPay Payment Gateway
Crypto to crypto payment gateway, facilitates instant crypto
payments for popular crypto’s and third party wallets integration.

Cryptovalley.africa
An international online shopping platform, supporting multiple
vendors aimed at growing local business.

Mobijobs.africa
A crypto-powered freelance marketplace which caters for the
cashout options local users use daily, making earning worldwide
possible and cashouts cheaper and faster.

SAFCOIN Rewards
SAFCOIN rewards connects African e-commerce and brick-andmortar businesses to a network of customers locally and worldwide.

And many more...

Global Crypto-currency Market
Share by End-Use 2019
Trading
E-commerce and Retail
Peer-to-Peer Payments
Remittance
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The SAFCOIN Eco-System

Blockchain
and Explorer

Third Party Vendors
and Partnerships
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The SAFCOIN mobile wallet serves as the core connecting platform across
the SAFCOIN eco-system.
Synced throughout the network, it enables users to safely utilize crypto
for day to day use such as earning, shopping, payments, crypto buying,
selling or HODL-ing.
Topup and withdrawal options supported are:
Mobile Money
ATM
Bank transfer (Wire Transfer / EFT)
Cash Deposit
Credit Card
At present, Bitcoin and SAFCOIN crypto payments are supported, with
compatibility for popular cryptocurrencies to be added during 2021-22.
Available in 33 African countries by Q4 2021.
Features:
Buy or convert crypto instantly
QR code payment functionality
Two Factor Authentication
Know Your Customer Compliance
In-App Exclusive Deals
Third party exchanges integration to facilitate instant crypto-fiat
conversion.
Compatibility and Usability
The SAFCOIN mobile wallet app is available via the Play Store, Apple Store
and for mobile and desktop internet browsers.
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The SAFPAY payment gateway.
A great
challenge
for
crypto
mass
adoption in
e-commerce has been lengthy blockchain payment
confirmations with Bitcoin as example, which can range
between five minutes and two hours depending on the
time it takes to verify the transaction on the blockchain.
Furthermore, faulty wallet address entry can cause a transaction
failure which in turn causes skepticism for utilization amongst
users.

Users simply top up their wallet with Bitcoin for example, of which funds
are instantly transferred between buyer and seller via our private
ledger.

Furthermore, we will be incorporating popular third party wallets soon,
which will allow for any crypto holder to incorporate crypto payments
into their daily payment activities.
SAFCOIN Crypto Rewards

Due to high market volatility, many merchants have been

Users who make use of the SAFPay payment gateway earn 1% back

payment gateway allows for instant transfer of supported

redeemed for discount at participating merchants and on other

reluctant to adopt crypto as payment method. The SAFpay

of the transaction value in SAF crypto rewards, which can in turn be

crypto-to-crypto payment utilizing the SAFCOIN mobile wallet.

platforms within our eco-system (capped at 3.5M SAF).

MERCHANT

SAFPAY PAYMENT
API + PLUGINS

SAFPAY PAYMENT
PROCESSOR

SAFCOIN
MOBILE WALLET

E-RETAILER

Merchant
can Integrate SAFPay
Gateway plugin into

E-Retailer can choose to
convert crypto payments
instantly to FIAT or to
alternative crypto.

Customer tops up and
pays merchant with
crypto of choice available
in their SAFCOIN mobile
wallet or third party crypto
wallet.

Third Party Online shop
owners and service
providers, MobiJobs,
CryptoValley.africa

their shop platform or
trade as e-retailer on
cryptovalley.africa if they
do not have an online
shop.

Merchant instantly
receives crypto payment
to their wallet for SAF to SAF
wallet payments.

MERCHANT

Merchants can:
1. Cash out converted FIAT
to bank- or mobile money
account instantly.
2. Hold payment in crypto,
or partial withdraw
crypto to FIAT.
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Technical Information
Instrument

SAF

Blockchain

Public Blockchain
Lite Coin Fork

Algorithm

Proof of Work, Scrypt Algorithm

2.5 Minutes per block generation time

Free SAFCOIN mining pool to be launched soon.

Coin Total Supply

10M (10 000 000)

Coin to be mined

1.8M coin left to be mined publicly*
Free mining pool details to be announced soon.

Coin in Supply

8 287 630*

Coin Mining End

2046

Blockchain Explorer

safcoinblockexplorer.com

Block Halving + Reward

SAFCOIN Transaction verification rewards for miners when coin mining cap reached.

2019:
2020:
2021:
2022:
2023:
2024:
2025:
2026:
2027:
2028:
2029:
2030:
2031:
2032:
2033:

10
5
2.5
1.25
0.625
0.3125
0.15625
0.078125
0.0390625
0.01953125
0.00976563
0.00488281
0.00244140
0.00122070
0.00061035

2034:
2035:
2036:
2037:
2038:
2039:
2040:
2041:
2042:
2043:
2044:
2045:
2046:

0.00030517
0.00015258
0.00007629
0.00001907
0.00000953
0.00000476
0.00000238
0.00000119
0.00000059
0.00000029
0.00000014
0.00000003
0.00000001

2047+:

Transaction Verification Reward

*These figures will fluctuate as mining progresses.
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Coin Distribution

10M TOTAL SUPPLY

5M SAF
Mining: Proof of Work

5M Pre-Mined SAF

10%
Exchanges and Partnerships

23%

2%

Mined and Distributed to Mining
Pool Members

Distributed to 1st ICO Participants

35%

10%

SAF Crypto Rewards Reserve

Mined for Project Development,
Team and Advisors

17%

3%

Remaining to be Mined by 2024

Reserved for IEO Participants

Coin Distribution
As
per
the
chart
illustrated
above,
the
SAFCOIN
network comprises a total lifetime supply of 10-million
SAFCOIN, of which 5-million is allocated toward mining
and
5-million
was
pre-mined
on
the
blockchain.
Any transfer of ownership for the pre-mined coins will also be
recorded on the SAFCOIN public blockchain.
Of the entire amount of coins the following distribution protocol is
followed:
23% of the total amount of coins have been distributed to mining
pool members.
10% of the coins will be allocated to the SAFCOIN team and advisors
for sustaining the SAFCOIN project - these coins were mined
privately and the team does not receive allocation of the premined coins.
17% of SAFCOIN will still need to be mined over the next 25 years,
of which thereafter miners will be earn reward for verifying
transactions on the blockchain.
10% Of total supply is reserved for partnerships and exchanges.
2% Of the total supply has been allocated to 1st ICO participants.

35% Of the total supply is reserved for SAFCOIN Crypto Rewards.
SAFCOIN Mining
Miners will be able
SAFCOIN mining pool

to mine for free via the free
which will be launched in 2021.

Due to the risk of a 51% attack, mining information is not made
public, but anyone can mine by getting in touch with us and
verifying their identity. (KYC)

Coin supply comparison
Coin
Bitcoin (BTC)
Ethereum (ETH)

https://thenextweb.com/hardfork/2018/06/11/ethereums-total-supply/

XRP (XRP)

Circulating Supply*

Coin Maximum Supply*

18,664,737

21,000,000

115,206,023

Uncapped

45,404,028,640

100,000,000,000

Stellar (XLM)

22,687,533,814

50,001,806,812

Cardano (ADA)

31,948,309,441

45,000,000,000

ChainLink (LINK)

414,509,556

1,000,000,000

Litecoin (LTC)

66,735,215

84,000,000

Bitcoin Cash (BCH)

18,689,950

21,000,000

SAFCOIN (SAF)

8 287 630

10,000,000

* Based on coinmarketcap.com statistics

3% Of the total supply is allocated to second ICO/IEO.

https://tokeneo.com/what-affects-the-price-of-cryptocurrencies-5-main-factors/
https://www.ig.com/au/news-and-trade-ideas/forex-news/how-cryptocurrency-scarcity-affects-value-180412
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Earn and spend your SAFCOIN crypto rewards, online
or at any local participant - anywhere in Africa.
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SAFCOIN Rewards
Introduction
One of the key functions of SAFCOIN is to serve as a loyalty
currency between users and merchants in order to promote
local African business by means of creating international and
local customer loyalty.
SAFCOIN crypto rewards will connect both brick and mortar
businesses and e-commerce merchants to a network of
customers worldwide who can earn and spend SAF loyalty
rewards, thereby encouraging mass participation, extensive
marketing exposure, and increased revenue for participating
local merchants.
Our merchants network will gain added exposure from unique
offerings within our upcoming in-app, network wide initiatives
and deals, aimed to drive demand and enhance exposure.
Loyalty makes for customer retention, and according to
research conducted, increasing retention by just 5% through a
customer loyalty program can amplify revenue by anywhere
between 25% to 95%.
The benefits of a loyalty program include higher order frequency
and an increased average revenue per user, which aids to the
success of retaining customers and encouraging spend for
local merchants - thus boosting small business growth.
Transparent Rewards
All crypto rewards issued and spent are recorded on the
SAFCOIN blockchain, which ensures transparency.

SAFCOIN mobile wallet. The value of SAFCOIN is determined by
the market value from upcoming exchange partners.
Third Party Plugin

The SAF team are currently working on a number of plug and

play integration methods for third party merchants to make
use of the SAFCOIN crypto rewards initiative.

Features will

include full and partial payment support with SAFCOIN and

also automatic allocation of loyalty earnings to their SAFCOIN
mobile wallet.

Retail Competition

Large retailers have the funds and resources to roll out resources
to roll out extensive loyalty programmes. The problem is that it
leaves little room for smaller competitors to compete against
larger players.

Why SAFCOIN Crypto Rewards?

For small scale merchants, there are limited options available
to roll-out an effective loyalty program.

Access to funds, costly loyalty software, marketing, and limited

geographical reach all play a part in the implementation of a
successful loyalty strategy.

SAFCOIN Crypto Rewards makes it possible for any merchant,

no matter the size, to participate within a wide network of
loyalty users.

70% Of the pre-mined coins of SAFCOIN are dedicated to serve
the SAFCOIN loyalty engine.

It is free to join, and the merchant can make use of the SAFCOIN

Distribution
Reward earnings will be distributed by means of using the
SAFCOIN mobile wallet, SAFPay payment gateway and its
complimenting platforms, CryptoValley, MobiJobs, and other
third party merchants.

Rewards without an expiry date.

A 1% value of the total amount of the purchase transaction will
be allocated in SAFCOIN crypto automatically into the user’s

crypto rewards offering provided they accept the discount
redeemed by the user via partial or full payment.

SAFCOIN rewards never expire, and users are able to spend
their rewards network-wide at participating merchants.

Users can also accumulate their rewards over time and trade
them on the various exchanges where SAFCOIN will be available.
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The SAFCOIN Crypto Rewards Engine

1% of total
transaction
value
issued for
every
transaction.

Crypto Exchanges

Fiat Institutions
Banks, Gateways,
Intermediaries

SAFCOIN
Mobile Wallet

3.5M

SAF

REWARDS

SAFPAY

CryptoValley

MobiJobs

Crypto Rewards API
for third party merchants

Network Users

USE CASE SCENARIO

+ 1%

Alice shops online or in store at
any participating merchant and
her goods cost $100.

She pays her bill using the
SAFPAY payment gateway
and SAFCOIN mobile
wallet. The crypto rewards
engine does its magic.

1% of the transaction
value is allocated to
Alice’s SAFCOIN mobile
wallet and she earns $1
SAFCOIN crypto reward
straight into her wallet.

CHECKOUT

Alice can spend
her rewards at any
participating SAFPay
merchant to receive
discount on her next
purchase.
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I N T R O D U C I N G
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Introduction
Crypto has become a popular store of value, but the second-most
preferred use for it lies within the e-commerce sector.
It streamlines payment processes, reduces fees, and of course users
want to spend some of their crypto growth earnings to shop- which
is why we developed this platform: to interlink African businesses’
online presence into this action.
Cryptovalley.africa is a multivendor online shop-with-crypto
platform, aiming to promote sales for local African manufacturers
and business - both on a local and international scale.

and have produced a workaround strategy to overcome faced
obstacles, fully utilizing the positive benefits of crypto payments and
addressing volatility.
The platform is divided into two key offerings:
E-Retailer (CryptoValley.Africa Official Store)
Our e-retailer division maintains and fulfills online orders to
customers locally and internationally, on behalf of merchants who
are not yet ready to embrace the concept of online commerce or
crypto payments alone.

By utilizing cryptovalley.africa we can help enhance and
grow the e-commerce market locally and provide a wider
distribution network for our users’ products.
This, in turn
encourages further growth for local small business and startups.

We manage all aspects of marketing and product-to-customer
processes. We are well experienced in terms of local and
international delivery systems, processing and customs - thereby
encouraging local merchants to dip their toes into the waters of
crypto and e-commerce.

As a result, payment processes between buyer, seller and reseller
are streamlined, transaction fees are reduced by direct crypto-2crypto payments and local cashout to fiat is better supported by our
unique local cashout partner integrations using the SAFCOIN mobile
wallet.

Multivendors
Users can register as a seller and have access to their own vendor
dashboard to load and manage products, stock availability, SEO,
orders, reviews and so forth.

Popular payment gateways have been successful around the globe
but have remained largely difficult for local participants to adopt, as
one of the challenges faced in local countries are non-supported
cashout systems, due to Africans mostly using different types of
payment methods as opposed to banked individuals in other
established countries.
Although crypto payments have posed a number of challenges
within the e-commerce sector, our team understands these issues

Many local merchants are still highly unfamiliar with website
management let alone e-commerce, which is why we offer this as
an easy to use, free service- of which merchants can use their shop
page as their dedicated online shop too.
Vendors list in their local fiat currency, of which our custom built
integrations ensure that the user receives the value of their listing
price despite the fluctuations of international fiat and crypto
exchange rates.
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Local vendors and brands now launching at

NOTE: Non-local / licensed brands are distributed by local vendors who have been granted distribution rights for goods.
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Free Platform Features for Sellers

Dashboard

Live Support

Add Staff

Set Coupons

Vendors can add
products, track
sales and view other
analytics via the
Vendor Dashboard.

Reviews are a
powerful sales tool.

Create staff accounts
to help manage
growth and stock.

Set unlimited
coupons for specials
and deals to drive
customer sales.
Boosted networkwide for added
exposure.

Track and reply to
customer reviews in
one place.

Track Returns

Reports

Manage
Products

View Orders

Manage product
returns and refunds
from one place.

View and download
reports to track
sales by day, by
product, top sellers
or download
statements.

Add and manage
products, bulk import
and export or check
stock levels.

View, trace or export
orders and update
order statusses.

Set Shipping

Gain Followers

Tools

Live Support

Choose to ship local,
international or both
and add all shipping
fees, locations and
conditions from here.

Customers can follow
the vendor shop, and
all followers can be
viewed via the seller
dashboard.

Upload shop logo,
seasonal banners or
promos, set SEO and
social pages links.

Offer online customer
support or live
whatsapp chat to
enhance customer
relations.
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I N T R O D U C I N G

A crypto-powered Gig Economy.
Source local African talent, worldwide or get things
done locally.
MobiJobs facilitates crypto and fiat payment, making
earning faster and easier.

Thembe

Brand Manager

Lebo

General Tasker
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Introduction
Africa stands to benefit IMMENSELY from the Gig Economy.
With plenty remote work tools, it’s easier than ever to work for multiple
employers simultaneously.
In 2018, Americans spent 1.07 billion hours per week on freelancing.
Our mission is to help fill Africa’s unemployment gap by utilizing
Africa’s very own Gig economy: MobiJobs.
MobiJobs is the only Gig-Economy platform in Africa which facilitates
MOST of the payment options Africans use.
By combining smartphones, connectivity and the Gig Economy in
Africa, we can:
• Deeply penetrate African talent
• Help local users tap into a global skills pool
• Grow small business and startups
• Empower our users

Gig Economy
noun

“A digital labour market characterized by the
prevalence of short-term contracts or
freelance work as opposed to permanent
jobs.”

162M

giggers in the
US and EU

3.9M

giggers in SA

Integrated with the cashout options Africans use, MobiJobs users
earn more for their work, can receive any method of international
payment, and cashout is available in 17 African countries.
Support for 33 African countries by end of 2021 will be
available.
Key gig-economy categories for MobiJobs users:
• Micro Jobs
• Freelancing / Contract Work
• Small Business Services
• Physical Services
• Internships
An increasing number of companies are choosing this new model
of employment and the growth of the gig work economy in Africa is
predicted to grow exponentially.

MobiJobs Users

Popular Non-local Gig
economies

MobiJobs users pocket more of their work earned, by means of
combining crypto and our unique Fiat cashout partner integrations.
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of the day!

APP TESTING

A number of gig economy platforms are present, outside our market- of
which many are top players. However, MobiJobs have a first-to-market
opportunity in Africa to streamline payments for our users’ work performed
globally, especially in unreached markets.
Redefining Internships
Students will be able to build experience by working through MobiJobs.
No longer is an internship limited to one company. Users can work with
a number of companies to build a portfolio and obtain a wider field of
experience.
Tap into a world of online work
We help our users to tap into a global skills pool where they can grow
their career, build experience, elevate their start-ups by supporting other
users, and work outside of their local communities.
Including the underserved
A number of unique jobs and services exist in the local temporary
employment sector, yet there are a number of Afro-centric services
other platforms do not cater for; we are tapping into these, and building
solutions to enhance participation.

63% of workers take part
in the gig economy
because a portfolio of
clients is more reliable
than working with a
single employer.

36%

Over one third of USA
workers (36%) are part
of the GIG Economy
through primary or
secondary jobs.

VIDEO CHALLENGE

Create a video ad and
stand to win.

Test a mobile app

236 VIEWS

R 20

1 DAYS

5 LEFT

DO TASK

SURVEYS

R5

236 VIEWS

R5

3 DAYS

236 VIEWS

R2

DO TASK

1 DAYS

2 LEFT

DO TASK

Complete a quick
course.

236 VIEWS

R1

1 DAYS

1000 LEFT

DO TASK

SHARE

1 DAYS

Share this to your
preferred social page.

3 LEFT

236 VIEWS

R1

DO TASK

Find Freelance Work

7 DAYS

50 LEFT

DO TASK

>

How To Work Online

>

Post My Job

>

Post a Custom Project

>

Millennials and baby
boomers dominate the
gig work market,
comprising 37% and
35% of full-time
independent workers
respectively.

In 2018, Americans spent
1.07 billion hours per
week on freelancing.

With a decreasing
need for physical
presence in the
workplace, it’s easier
than ever to work for
multiple employers
simultaneously.

Take a selfie.

1 LEFT

LEARN

Answer some Q’s and
tell us what you think.
236 VIEWS

PHOTO CHALLENGE

Companies are
turning to freelancers
to do jobs that are not
directly related to their
industry.

93% of freelancers with
a four-year college
degree consider
training to be
important for the work
they currently do.
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Platform Features.

First To Market
Cashout Options.
Supports payment
options local users utilize
daily thereby cutting on
transaction cost and payout
times.

Simple Payment Process.
Offers buyer and seller protection.
Automated, instant fund payout
directly to wallet once work is
complete.
No hefty cashout fees or lengthy
waiting for funds to clear.
Supports
international
payment too.

“Mobile First”
Approach.
Anyone with a
smartphone can
participate, and enjoy
global exposure.

fiat

FREE

List Free.

Help me list.

Featured Talent.

Users don’t pay anything to
join or list, we only charge a
small fee for jobs completed
successfully which is deducted
from the seller-side .

We help users list and gain
insight to start working
online.

We love boosting local
talent, and promote top
rated users across our
platforms network.

https://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Images/high_5s/Job_youth_Africa_Job_youth_Africa.pdf
https://businesstech.co.za/news/business/394654/south-africas-unemployment-rate-could-hit-50-report/
https://www.theafricareport.com/25846/africa-over-500-million-mobile-money-users-expected-in-2020/
https://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/unemployment-by-country/
https://www.mobileworldlive.com/featured-content/money-home-banner/mobile-money-industry-hits-1b-account-milestone
https://www.gsma.com/sotir/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/GSMA-State-of-the-Industry-Report-on-Mobile-Money-2019-Full-Report.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/327596883_Digital_Gig_Work_in_Africa_An_Exploratory_Survey
https://www.itweb.co.za/content/lwrKxq3JykLMmg1o
https://www.cgdev.org/publication/lets-be-real-informal-sector-and-gig-economy-are-future-and-present-work-africa
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Compliance, Safety and Security.
Know Your Customer (KYC)

We follow KYC regulation and procedures to prevent illegal use or money laundering
activities.

Each new user’s entry into the SAFCOIN eco system requires

identity verification and

is screened accordingly by our team and accompanying third party identity verification
service providers.

Suspicious Activity Flagging and Risk Management

We constantly monitor transactions and purchases, which are flagged via our private ledger
if any suspicious activity is identified, this ensures protection of the SAFCOIN user base and
upholds legal use of our platforms.
Multi Factor Authentication

We utilize Two-factor authentication, which is an electronic authentication method in which

a user can solely gain access to high risk features (like paying, sending or withdrawal of
funds) within our applications after presenting two or more pieces of evidence (factors) to

an authentication mechanism, for example email confirmation and one time pin (OTP) via
text message.

We optionally support Google Authenticator, PIN Login and security questions as an
additional third, fourth and fifth layer of safety for our users.
Personal Data Protection

We take the privacy and data of our users seriously and abide to General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and the Protection of Personal Information Act of South Africa (POPI).

Ethical Penetration Testing and Bug Bounty

Throughout our projects development initiatives we make use of third party cyber security
audit companies to ensure optimum safety of our platforms by means of penetration

testing. They develop close-out plan formulations and our development team ensure the
implementation thereof.

The audit Consultants utilize the best on market technology created by Open Web

Application Security Project (OWASP) and test cases from the OWASP Application Security
Verification Standard Project.

Security Audit Companies we use include:
hacken.io

smartdec.net
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Technology Stack

Users, Vendors and Customers
Frontend
Third Party Web Applications
and Integrations
Custom Web Applications

Private Ledger and Backend
Mobile Application
API’s
Servers & Databases
Core Wallet, Mining
and Decentralization
Blockchain
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Roadmap
Completed Projects
In Progress

2017

Concept and Inception of SAFCOIN

2018

OCTOBER: SAFCOIN ICO
Held exclusively for South African participation

DECEMBER: SAFCOIN Launch

- Blockchain & SAFCOIN Crypto
- Mobile Wallet Application (Android + iOS)

2019

Mining Pools setup and systems API for mining reward distribution
USD Base Currency Addition and Integration

System Admin-side Developments and Enhancements
Wallet API Building + Integration
System Improvements

Referral Programme Establishment and Rollout

International Company Setup for Rollout Into various African countries
Wallet Improvements

2020

Crypto Rewards and Market Usability Pilot Run

MobiJobs.Africa freelance platform build and Core API integration
SAFPay Payment Gateway Beta

Mobile Money Integration + additional Fiat entry-exit points implementations

2021

Cryptovalley.Africa platform and SAFPay gateway integration
Mobile App Revamp for Use Enhancement and User Growth

SAFPay Payment Gateway Plugin Development for Third Party E-retailers
Global ICO and IEO, second round
Third Party Exchange Listings

Additional Crypto Trading Pairs and Support across Eco-system
Third Party Wallets Integration Across Eco-system
Partnerships Establishment

User Growth Roll-Out Strategies for Mass User Adoption
Free Mining Pool Platform Build

SAFCOIN Crypto Decentralization Initiatives

SAFCOIN Rewards Platform and Third Party Plugin Engineering
In-App Offerings Development

2022

Fully Operational and Expansion to Additional Markets
Platform Usability Enhancements Based on Market Fit
Partnerships and Further Expansion

Further Use Case Developments for SAFCOIN Crypto and Eco-System
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Team
We are a family of founders who have endeavoured over 40 years of combined entrepreneurial experience in the e-commerce
sector, together - in South Africa and beyond, who founded the SAFCOIN project in 2017.
Together we each bring to the table a unique skillset, knowledge and passion - adding enormous value to the SAFCOIN eco-system.
Many blockchain project developers lack the hands-on experience of running a business. The SAFCOIN team founding members
possess extensive experience in the fields of online commerce, payment technology, marketing and day-to-day business activities.
Our core business model is implemented as such to ensure that the eco-system can remain operational regardless of the volatility
and uncertainty that can at times be encountered in the crypto space.
We are extremely proud of our capable team who work tirelessly everyday to help make the SAFCOIN eco-system a success.

Neil Ferreira
Chief Executive Officer, Co-Founder

Neil will always be first in line to lead the company with passion. His grit, combined with innovative brilliance
has led the team to produce numerous cutting-edge projects.

With 20 years of experience in the technical and e-commerce milieu, he has an intense understanding of

business operation, payment structures, systems development and dealing with bottlenecks - his mission
being to transform these systems for the better.

Tony Ferreira
Chief Operations Officer, Co-Founder

Tony fervently leads the day to day operational activities within the company. He is well equipped to
implement organizational strategies, holding valuable knowledge and hands-on experience in building
operational mechanisms for growing teams.

Michela Ferreira
Chief Communications Officer, Co-Founder

Michela plays an integral role in bringing together technology initiatives. Whilst she possesses a strong
knowledge of brand development, strategy, consistency and standards, she is also proficient in design,

multimedia, frontend and backend UI and UX design, frontent development/engineering and formulating
strategies to synthesize the physical and cyber.

She is passionate about modern culture and how

technology transforms internal and external business systems to enhance efficiency and growth.

Sabahat A
Lead Engineer

Sabahat holds a bachelor’s degree in Engineering and Information Technology. She has been working in the
engineering and blockchain industry for the past 10 years and is a talented multi-stack engineer.
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Team
Mario Breytenbach
Business Development Manager

Mario has been working in the financial industry for the past twelve years with vast experience in financial
advisory, financial product and service sales. He designs strategic sales plans through competitive analysis,
customer segmentation, and thoughtful product positioning, providing regimented, disciplined, ethical, and

focused leadership to the team to foster success based on a culture of respect for customers, employees, and
values of freedom, courage, commitment, and accountability.

Mohit J
Mobile Applications Engineer

Mohit has built numerous mobile applications for Android and iOS and has extensive knowledge in the field of
mobile engineering.

Monam C
E-commerce Systems Engineer

Monam is a proficient, multi-stack e-commerce systems engineer. She has a good knowledge of developing
custom applications for popular open source carts such as Woocommerce and holds a strong background of
API building and integrations.

Adegoke Olayode
Business Development - Nigeria

Adegoke possesses an in-depth knowledge of business development and management with years of
experience in spot, future and general crypto trading, including ICO. Detailed knowledge of BSC, ERC and TRC
projects on blockchain network, and is an aspiring crypto analyst and enthusiast.

Billy Nalondebwa
Regional Manager, Uganda

Billy is a wholehearted community leader with strong manegerial skills, deeply passionate about leadership and
developing local talent.
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Team

Walugembe Salimz
Sales Manager, Uganda

Walugembe is fanatical about the potential of blockchain and how it is transforming the lives of locals. He is
experienced in the field of sales and management with a strong knowledge of blockchain’s physical uses and
application.

Mari Hunlun
Administrative Specialist

Mari has over 20 years experience in financial services and credit control. She possesses a wealth of important
skills such as business- and project management, networking, training, technology and general administration.
She is also a passionate life coach, empowering people to reach their ultimate potential.

Tristan Dampies
Public Relations Officer

Tristan is a Journalism graduate with a penchant for social and digital media optimisation, with her primary
focus on media information management and client liaison. A keen writer and linguistic, she recognises social
media and the media at large as important tools for shaping and moulding public opinion, thereby realising
company objectives at grassroots level.

Kirtesh Cara
Digital Marketing Specialist

Kirtesh is a crypto digital marketer, who has spent the last 6 years developing credible crypto identities for
multiple cryptopreneurs and blockchain start-ups using social media to stand out in a crowd of crypto
confusion.

Advisors
We make use of reputable third party service providers to ensure we undergo the right procedures to run our project.

Financial and Business
Advisory

Legal and Compliance
Service Provider
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Thank you for supporting the SAFCOIN project.
www.safcoin.africa
www.cryptovalley.africa
www.mobijobs.africa
support@safcoin.co.za
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/SAFcryptocoin
https://www.facebook.com/MobiJobs.Africa/
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/safcoin1
Linked In: https://www.linkedin.com/company/safcoin/

Photographs and images used in this white paper which do not have descriptions are for design purposes only and should not be interpreted to mean
that any person or brand shown in the photograph or image endorses this white paper or its contents or that any assets shown in the photograph or
image are owned by SAFCOIN.

Unless stated otherwise, all data contained in charts, graphs and tables is based on information available at the date of this white paper.

Unless stated otherwise, any trade marks, trade names or other intellectual property shown in this white paper are owned by other organisations.

SAFCOIN does not purport to own that intellectual property and the use of any other party’s trade mark, trade name or logo should not be interpreted to
mean that the owner of that trade mark, trade name or logo has endorsed or endorses this white paper or its contents.
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